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This chapter is organized into three broad sections. The first details 
the demographic matrix of 1995; America will be a much more mature 
nation, a middle-aged society predominantly “paired and nested.” The 
era of explosive labor force growth will have passed—a period of labor 
force shortage will have arrived. Decentralization and deconcentration 
trends will continue at regional and metropolitan levels, but older 
regions—presently typified by New England—may secure increasing 
vigor. And the demographic and economic parameters of the 1990s 
indicate a far more receptive environment for technological innovation. 

The second section highlights a much more difficult task—forecasting 
technological impact. The demographic matrix of the balance of the 
century is relatively “certain” within general boundaries, but there are 
relatively few technological imperatives with such vigor as to support 
instant judgment. An overview of the evolution of retailing in America 
provides an insightful example of the complexities at work. 

The concepts of stasis and inertia versus the forces of change un¬ 
leashed by technological innovation are the subject of the final section. 
Journey to work—the linkage between residence and workplace—is 
evaluated, along with the notion of the “electronic cottage.” The im¬ 
pact of the information era may portend households free of spatial ties 
as they work at their dispersed electronic residences—with information 
commuting, not people. But just as shopping malls flourish in the face 
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of electronic retailing, so too will the office remain viable. People will 
not want to be isolated from other people. Thus the impact of technology 
must be viewed through a matrix of societal elements that will shape 
its eventual spatial distribution—and settlement patterns as well. 

DEMOGRAPHIC PARAMETERS 

The confusion between sequence and causation is a hazard of the social 
sciences. We are dependent upon past relationships for forecasting the 
future. When these relationships alter—or if they are coincidental in 
time rather than descriptive of immutable linkages—the predictive failure 
can be very costly indeed. We are much more competent as historians 
than as futurists. 

This stipulation is essential as we project demographic realities to 
come. It is made even more significant when we attempt to interpret 
the applications of communications and information technology both 
present and anticipated. 

In the first domain, for example, it is chastening to observe the demo¬ 
graphic forecasts of yesteryear. In the depths of the Depression, the con¬ 
sensus of learned forecasters, typified by the 1933 Hoover Commission 
Report, envisioned a population peak of 145 million people in the United 
States in the 1980s (President’s Research Committee on Social Trends 
1933). 

The post-World War II baby boom (1946 to 1964) was completely 
unanticipated in both its scale and its longevity. The rapid increase in 
reproduction was matched only by its precipitous decline. The subse¬ 
quent baby bust of the post-1964 years was equally unforeseen. We have 
moved from national population projections for the year 2000 of more 
than 300 million to a consensus of 265 to 270 million (Stemlieb, Hughes, 
and Hughes 1983). The former was a function of the fertility rates of 
the 1950s; the latter, of their abrupt reduction in the 1960s and early 
1970s. In retrospect, the tendency for straightline extrapolation based 
on “clear trends” among the nominally learned is all evident. 

There are, however, three basic demographic phenomena that can 
be forecast with a reasonable degree of certainty. They revolve around 
the powerful dominance of the baby boom cohort moving through its 
life cycle with enormously consequential societal repercussions; the 
maturing baby bust generation, introducing the concept of shrinkage 
at each stage of its life cycle; and the rise of the elderly—as yet much more 
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a function of longevity than of a unique size of cohort. These three 
phenomena will dominate our population change through the balance 
of the century. Anticipations of their future ramifications feed back even 
now to our vision of social issues to come. 

From an areal perspective, there are also three seemingly immutable 
processes of our time: decentralization, particularly evident in the domi¬ 
nant settlement artifacts—the major industrial cities—of a century we 
now realize ended with World War II; suburbanization and exurbaniza¬ 
tion, which has resulted in a continuous broadening of the concept of 
metropolitan areas; and regional shifts—that is, the transfer of popula¬ 
tion and economic activity typically from the Northeast and Midwest 
to the South and West. So consequential has this last element been, as 
to raise a number of statistical anomalies—that is, the rise of cities and 
metropolitan areas as the new growth areas thicken up, and of vast con¬ 
urbations, perhaps mislabeled metropolitan areas, growing in size while 
their older forebears decline. 

Bounding these elements—and at one and the same time both depen¬ 
dent on them and serving as accelerants as well—are transformations 
of the American labor force, and technological/economic functions as 
well. The demographic dynamics, summarized subsequently, set the 
basic stage for the future. 

The Population Context 

The United States is passing through the pressures exerted by the enor¬ 
mous increments of population growth that have characterized the 
post-World War II era. From 1950 through the mid-1980s, our popula¬ 
tion increased by nearly 60 percent (Sternlieb, Hughes, and Hughes 
1983), but this is a process that is now slowing. The baby boom up¬ 
surge of the 1950s, marked by an 18.5 percent population increase na¬ 
tionally between 1950 and 1960, gave way to the baby bust era of the 
1960s and 1970s, with decade population increases on the order of 
13.4 and 11.4 percent respectively. The dynamics set in motion over 
these last three decades will dominate the demographics of tomorrow. 
Much of the adaptation and receptivity to new technology and infor¬ 
mation systems will be shaped by them. 

The stress points of the 1970s are illustrated in the age structure data 
of Table 7-1, which highlights the reduction in the absolute number 
of children under the age of fourteen years in the 1970s (the baby bust 
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generation), with a decline of more than 6 million; and the enormous 
growth of young adults in the twenty-five to thirty-four years of age range 
(the maturing baby boom), who increased by half. Indeed, nearly all 
of the population increment of the 1970s was in the twenty-five to forty- 
four years-of-age sector (20.6 million out of 22.7 million). The growth 
in older Americans barely compensated for the loss of the young. 

The three basic propulsive forces were thus made evident in the 1970s: 
the sheer size—and now the aging—of the baby boom generation; the 
continued growth in the elderly; and a relative dearth of new, young 
adults on the horizon. While the baby boom echo, as a function of the 
sheer size of the cohort at risk, is illustrated by the resumed growth in 
the under-five years of age population between 1980 and 1983, it is 
but a shadow of the earlier vitality that produced its parents. 

Presented in Table 7-2 are the age structure shifts projected from 
1983 to 1990 and then through 1995. By that terminal date, the 
demographic profile of America is dominated by the aging of the baby 
boom generation. Over 73 million Americans will be between thirty- 
five and fifty-four years old—a dramatic expansion without parallel in 
our past. Its companion—a shrinking number of young adults—is in¬ 
dicated by the relatively small increments in their historic absolute 
number. And the much-feared accession rate to the elderly will be sub¬ 
stantial, but it will really only become dominant in the next century. 

America of 1995 will be a much older nation, with its population 
concentrated in middle-aged to near-middle-aged groups. It will be much 
less dominated, at least from a numerical point of view, by the youth 
orientation of past decades. It should be noted in this context that, sub¬ 
ject to changes in immigration flow, population projections to 1995—at 
least for people over the age of ten—are relatively secure in scale. The 
demographic matrix of the next decade has already been set in place. 

Regional Population Shifts 

Of considerably less certainty are future regional settlement patterns. 
In the 1970s, accelerated population growth in the South and West on 
a national scale brought with it a new vocabulary, of Sunbelt and 
Frostbelt, to the general media. But more significantly, it represented 
the visible product of the long-term pyramiding of successive tech¬ 
nological innovations. 

Before the turn of the century, F.J. Kingsbury (1895) isolated three 
factors portending significant changes in the population distribution 
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between the city and its surrounding countryside—the trolley, the bicycle, 
and the telephone. Each of these entrants into American life was seen 
as expanding the periphery of urban settlement. Kingsbury perceptively 
suggested that alterations in society’s course are often underlaid by the 
pyramiding of seemingly unimportant and inconspicuous developments 
into forces of major consequence. 

Current modifications of America’s demographic evolution have been 
facilitated by the same general categories of technological innovation 
recognized by Kingsbury—public and private transportation and com¬ 
munications. Advances in air transport and dry-bulk cargo shipping, 
the Interstate Highway System, and the increasing sophistication of place- 
independent computer linkages—have served substantially to homog¬ 
enize time and space, and radically alter patterns of connectivity. 

Predecessors of these innovations gave impetus to the suburbanization 
process in earlier decades. In the 1970s they advanced to the national 
scale and facilitated increasing disparities in interregional population 
growth. And the processes at work have propelled themselves into the 
1980s. In Table 7-3 we have shown the changes in the regional distribu¬ 
tion of America’s population from 1980 through 1984. The conven¬ 
tional wisdom of population shifts to the South and West at the cost 
of the Northeast and Midwest is still valid. Roughly 90 percent of all 
of America’s population growth in the first four years of the 1980s was 
in the former areas; the latter, at least from an aggregate demographic 
perspective, remained virtually static. 

The pattern of change from mid-19 8 3 to mid-1984 indicates a poten¬ 
tial break from the past. The slowing down of the natural resource 
economy—of the mineral base of Texas and the Rocky Mountain areas— 
introduces new uncertainty. Wyoming, for example, actually lost popula¬ 
tion, but this may be only a recession-borne blip. The new information 
economy, however, may be much less resource-dependent than its 
predecessor. The world economy that it makes possible further deepens 
the problems of those domestic areas whose raison d’etre rests on sud¬ 
denly challenged bases. The copper states are depressed by both fiber 
optic cables and alternative mineral exploitation throughout the world. 

The future will hold equally significant and equally unanticipated 
developments. In the early 1970s, New England was still considered 
an economic laggard, depleted by the loss of its historical industrial 
mainstays over the preceding half century. Spearheaded by new innova¬ 
tions, the information and technological era has reversed New England’s 
economic fortune. Although its 1980 to 1984 population growth still 
lags the nation, a base for future growth has been established. 
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Will a similar path be open to other aging industrial regions? The 
Sunbelt-Frostbelt disparities of the 1970s were linked to shifting energy 
costs and the obsolescence of the industrial infrastructure of the past. 
But the age of energy “shortfalls—and with it the rush to Texas and the 
mountain states—may be over, raising questions as to the long-term pull¬ 
ing power of these areas. The new information era has not only resur¬ 
rected New York City as the national—and now worldwide—financial 
capitol, but it has also given it much greater potency, challenging the 
role of the “regional cities.” The inertia of past spatial demographics will 
be continually challenged as the future economy unfolds. 

Long-term shifts of population—and with them, jobs, residence place, 
entertainment facilities, and all the infrastructure of modern-day life— 
render obsolete old facilities in left-behind areas and demand an accel¬ 
erated level of new capital provisions in the high-growth areas. With 
them comes the capacity—at least the potential—for crest-of-the-wave 
innovation, for the employment of new means of communication and 
transportation that do not face the competition of the already-in-place 
infrastructure of the older sections of the nation. One out of four houses 
built in the South dates from 1970 or later—the equivalent for the North¬ 
east is one in ten (Sternlieb, Hughes, and Hughes 1983). 

Central City Population 

The subject of population change and the concomitant alteration of 
economic functions in central cities is an enormously complex one. In 
our own estimation, we do not see the pattern of population decline, 
shown in Table 7-4 for selected cities from 1950 to 1980, altering 
markedly in the future. The long-term nature of the forces underlying 
this decline makes this evident. 

The development of the horse-drawn streetcar in the late nineteenth 
century was the initial instrument that stretched the city beyond its cir¬ 
cumscribed pedestrian limits. The ability to transmit electricity from 
a central power station to a moving vehicle, and the development of 
an efficient electrical streetcar motor, further accelerated movement to 
the countryside. The diffusion of the telephone and advances in the 
transmission of electricity economically, including the switch from direct 
to alternating current, also facilitated population decentralization. At 
the same time, they also permitted employment centralization, increasing 
the number of people who could be gathered at a central locus within 
a fixed period of time. 
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The advent of widescale automobile ownership after World War II 
merely accentuated the suburbanization process. It permitted the 
working-out of long-standing social desires that, had been evidenced 
in the late 1920s. The data of Table 7-4 were virtually preordained 
by the technological introductions of a half century before. 

At present, despite much publicity, the often-heralded return of older 
suburbanites and Yuppies to the central city simply has not occurred; 
future demographics, particularly the slowing growth of household for¬ 
mation, are a distinct negative. The homogenization of space—and in¬ 
creasingly of time—available through information technology has made 
much of the historical functions of the older core areas obsolete or, at 
best, opened them to very substantial and increasingly successful com¬ 
petition. The major dynamics of dispersion and decentralization made 
possible by the technology of yesterday can only be accentuated by future 
innovation; within this latter context, there is little, at least on the 
horizon, that is unique and specific to central cities and might provide 
them with a new surge of competence and pulling power. 

Household Change 

The impact of technology is a function of the societal matrix that serves 
as a shaping device. Within this context, the shifts in America’s household 
configurations are particularly important. The 1970s were the years 
of nominally unorthodox households—singles and “mingles—and a 
relatively slow growth in traditional married couples. Overall, however, 
there was an enormous expansion in the number of American house¬ 
holds. Housing buying power, at least in the beginning of the 1970s, 
was relatively high—a variety of household types, therefore, had the 
capacity to seek out independence. The future, however, in our own 
estimation, will be quite different. 

In Table 7-5 we have projected household growth increments by age, 
type, and tenure, from 1983 through 1995. (The 1983 and 1995 totals 
are presented in Tables 7-6 and 7-7.) The pattern is one that reflects 
the maturing of America. First and foremost is a decline in the scale 
of household formation—absolute household growth will average only 
1.2 million per year in the early 1990s as compared to 1.7 million in 
the 1970s. 

Secondly, and equally evident, is the continued dominance of owner¬ 
ship. Again, this has significant ramifications for the adoption of new 
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Table 7-5. Projected-Household Growth Increments: By Age, Type 
and Tenure: 1983 to 1995 (Numbers in thousands). 

OWNER HOUSEHOLDS 

Family Households Nonfamily Households 

Other Family 

Male Female Male Female 
Married House- House- House- House- 

Total Couple holder holder holder holder 

All Households 11,038 8,005 251 1,031 624 1,124 
Under 25 years - 184 - 117 - 13 - 12 -30 -15 
25 to 34 44 34 - 1 11 15 -16 
35 to 44 4,742 3,809 114 448 250 120 

45 to 54 3,839 3,011 105 389 164 171 

55 to 64 -609 - 439 - 21 - 44 -21 -84 
65 years and over 3,206 1,709 67 238 244 948 

RENTER HOUSEHOLDS 

Family Households Nonfamily Households 

Other Family 

Male Female Male Female 
Married House- House- House- House- 

Total Couple holder holder holder holder 

All Households 3,417 1,247 96 734 563 778 
Under 25 years - 811 - 318 -17 - 118 - 192 - 166 

25 to 34 39 57 -12 2 2 - 10 

35 to 44 2,089 854 74 539 414 209 

45 to 54 1,155 460 46 228 231 191 

55 to 64 - 146 - 55 -11 - 11 - 38 - 31 

65 years and over 1,092 249 17 94 146 585 

Source: CUPR Household Projection Model. 

technology. On the one hand, owners may be more desirous—or perhaps 
even more capable—of long-term capital investment in their domicile. 
A second, and perhaps less salubrious (from the viewpoint of 
technological innovation, at least), element is the decline in renter house¬ 
holds. While not precisely coterminous with multifamily housing—it is 
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Table 7-6. Owner and Renter Households by Age and Type, U.S. 
Total: 1983 (Numbers in thousands). 

_OWNER HOOSEHQLDS_ 

Family Households Nonfamily Households 

Total 
Married 
Couple 

Other Family 

Male Female 
House- House¬ 
holder holder 

Male 
House¬ 
holder 

Female 
House¬ 
holder 

All Households 54,494 38,853 1,195 4,427 3,513 6,507 
Under 25 years 1,097 759 47 80 163 49 : 
25 to 34 8,985 7,060 162 553 872 338 f 
35 to 44 11,149 8,895 263 1,103 589 299 
45 to 54 9,525 7,499 240 929 401 456 
55 to 64 10,519 7,709 210 777 440 1,383 1 
65 years and over 13,219 6,929 273 986 1,048 3,982 

RENTER HOUSEHOLDS 
Family Households Nonfamily Households 

Other Family 

Male Female Male Female 
Married House- House- House- House- 

Total Couple holder holder holder holder 

All Households 29,423 11,055 821 5,043 6,001 6,504 
Under 25 years 4,597 1,670 152 727 1,071 977 
25 to 34 10,119 4,377 254 1,812 2,175 1,501 
35 to 44 4,871 1,997 178 1,222 970 504 
45 to 54 2,829 1,109 111 588 553 468 
55 to 64 2,555 893 74 346 562 680 
65 years and over 4,451 1,009 51 348 670 2,374 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, No. 388, Household and 
Family Characteristics: March 1983, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1984. 

indicative of relatively modest increments in large-scale, physically in¬ 
tegrated housing configurations—this may have some limiting impact 
in adoption of large-scale, centrally located innovation. 

Unlike the 1970s, household growth will be dominated by married 
couples typically two-worker households—concentrated in the thirty- 
five to fifty-four year old householder age segment. At least in historic 
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Table 7-7. Household Projections by Age, Type, and Tenure of 
Households, U.S. Total: 1995 (Numbers in thousands). 

OWNER HOUSEHOLDS 

Total 

Family Households Nonfamily Households 

Married 
Couple 

Other Family 

Male Female 
House- House¬ 
holder holder 

Male 
House¬ 
holder 

Female 
House¬ 
holder 

Under 25 years 913 642 34 68 135 34 
25 to 34 9,029 7,094 161 564 887 322 
35 to 44 15,891 12,704 377 1,551 839 419 
45 to 54 13,364 10,510 345 1,318 565 627 
55 to 64 9,910 7,270 189 733 419 1,299 
65 years and over 16,425 8,638 340 1,224 1,292 4,930 

TOTAL 65,532 46,858 1,446 5,458 4,137 7,631 

RENTER HOUSEHOLDS 

Family Households Nonfamily Households 
Other Family 

Married 
Total Couple 

Male Female 
House- House¬ 
holder holder 

Male 
House¬ 
holder 

Female 
House¬ 
holder 

Under 25 years 3,786 1,352 135 609 879 811 
25 to 34 10,158 4,434 242 1,814 2,177 1,491 
35 to 44 6,960 2,851 252 1,761 1,384 713 
45 to 54 3,984 1,569 157 816 784 659 
55 to 64 2,409 838 63 335 524 649 
65 years and over 5,543 1,258 68 442 816 2,959 

TOTAL 32,840 12,302 917 5,777 6,564 7,282 

Source: CUPR Household Projection Model. 

terms, these are people moving into the peak income-earning years, 
with a greater capacity for capital investment. Time will tell whether 
they have as much desire for crest-of-the-wave “electronics” as they 
exhibited in the 1970s. At least the more youthful among them are 
children of the electronics age, already shaped by casual ease of ac¬ 
cess to the computer; this, combined with personal means, may yield a 
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much greater level of adaptation to the era of high technology than we 
have yet seen. 

Labor Force Constraints 

Changes in the labor force may well be the most important manifesta¬ 
tion of the demographic matrix, both in terms of the economy of tomor¬ 
row and of technological adoption as well. The United States from 1970 
through 1982 was unique among its principal overseas trading part¬ 
ners in terms of total civilian employment growth (Table 7-8). While 
it expanded in the brief twelve years by more than 25 percent (almost 
21 million jobs), it was actually declining in Germany and Great Britain. 
Even Japan’s performance—an 11.6 percent growth rate (6 million 
jobs)—was dwarfed in comparison. 

The level of capital investment in production facilities in the United 
States was severely impacted by this phenomenon. The costs of money 
in the 1970s increased very substantially; at the same time, labor was 
relatively freely available—and, particularly at unskilled levels, relatively 
cheap. The temptation to maximize the use of the latter—and minimize 
the former—was pervasive. 

Table 7-8. Total Civilian Employment in the U.S., Four 
Largest European Nations, and Japan: 1970 to 1982a 
(Numbers in thousands). 

1970 1982 

Change: 1970 to 1982 

Number Percent 

United States 76,678 99,526 20,848 26.5 

Four largest European 
countries, total 89,290 88,920b - 370 - 0.4 

France 20,320 20,980b 660 3.2 
Germany 26,100 25,090b -1,010 - 3.9 
Great Britain 23,780 22,460b -1,320 - 5.6 
Italy 19,090 20,390 1,300 6.8 

Japan 50,940 56,857c 5,917 11.6 

Sources: Norwood, Janet L. 1983. "Labor Market Contrasts: United States and Europe." 
Monthly Labor Review 106, no. 8 (August): 3-7 (for U.S. and Europe); OECD, Labor Force 
Statistics: 1969 to 1980, Paris, 1982, and Quarterly Supplements (for Japan). 

includes self-employed, other non-payroll, and agricultural employment. 
bPreliminary. 
cThird Quarter. 
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The situation is very different, however, as we turn to the future. The 
Bureau of Labor Statistics projects a>total labor force growth from 1982 
to 1995 of only 21 million (Table 7-9). Thus, we will move from a pat¬ 
tern of labor force expansion that in the 1970s averaged 2.4 million par¬ 
ticipants a year, to 1.8 million in the 1980s, and to 1.3 million in the 
first five years of the 1990s—barely one half that of the 1970s. The 
technological imperative—assuming that we have passed through the 
era of economic shocks—is evident. The 1970s, from a demographic 
point of view, were far from a salubrious era for technological 
implementation—the 1980s are much more positive—and the 1990s, 
drastically more so. 

Table 7-10. Total Civilian Employment in the U.S., Selected 
European Nations, and Japan, by Economic Sector: 1970 to 
1982.a(Numbers in thousands). 

United 
States France Germany 

Great 
Britainb Italy Japan 

Agriculturec 
1970 3,567 2,821 2,262 782 3,839 8,860 
1981 3,519 1,800 1,402 647 2,731 5,570 
1982 3,571 (d) 1,371 (d) 2,525 (d) 

Goods Producinge 
1970 26,080 7,917 12,465 10,531 7,586 18,190 
1981 28,995 7,208 10,885 8,038f 7,722 19,700s 
1982 27,070 (d) 10,480f (d) 7,594 (d) 

Service Producing 
1970 49,031 9,605 11,442 13,071 7,656 23,890 
1981 67,883 11,968 13,261 14,373f 10,003 30,540 
1982 68,888 (d) 1 3,251f (d) 10,277 (d) 

Sources: Norwood, Janet L. 1983. “Labor Market Contrasts: United States and Europe." 
Monthly Labor Review 106, no. 8 (August): 3-7 (for U.S. and Europe); OECD, Labor Force 
Statistics: 7969 to 1980, Paris, 1982, and Quarterly Supplements (for Japan). 

aSmall adjustments made to the overall employment data in Exhibit 8 could not be made 
to certain sectoral data. Includes self-employed, other non-payroll, and agricultural employment, 

includes Northern Ireland. 
cNot available. 
dNot available. 
Manufacturing, mining, and construction. 
Preliminary, 
includes utilities. 
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America—subject to changes in immigration—is going to be short 
of labor. This will be manifested in a broad variety of areas. One has 
only to glance at the increment in individuals over the age of sixty-five, 
from 20 million in 1970 to 34 million in 1995, to see one reflection 
of the increased demand for personal services—and this in the face of 
a drastic shrinkage in the labor force. Technological innovation will be 
the key to closing the gap. 

It will be services, judging from past trends both here and abroad, 
that will dominate employment growth. As shown in Table 7-10, even 
the success stories of the 1970s—Germany and Japan—showed little 
increment in goods-producing employment; indeed, Germany actually 
had a small decline. It is the service sector throughout the advanced 
industrial economies that represent the future. 

While the exhortations for growth in productivity necessary for sur¬ 
vival in an increasing competitive world economy have been directed 
toward manufacturing, services have been the real productivity laggards. 
As labor shortfalls loom—and as a byproduct, labor costs increase— 
the imperatives of mechanization in the service sector are evident. 
Demographic and economic parameters strongly suggest a far greater 
degree of receptivity to new technology—borne of necessity. Predict¬ 
ing its impact, however, is far more problematic. 

PREDICTING TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT 

While we have suggested the level of uncertainty in forecasting 
demographics, much less is our capacity to envision the technological 
future—and perhaps even more strikingly the levels and pace of adapta¬ 
tion to the alternatives that it makes possible. It is not yet a generation 
since the concept of the computer utility dominated technical literature 
with a vision of super high speed central computers whose capacities 
were so unique as to require relatively few of them—with users tied in 
via dedicated wire networks.1 Project Multics, the principal effort in 
this regard, cost the General Electric Company its taste for competing 
in the computer field—and this despite enormous levels of financing and 
a massive input at MIT.2 At least as of this writing, the free-standing 
small scale computer linked as a peer to a broad network—with no 
necessary central point—is now being viewed as the pattern for the future. 

The uproar on video games as a defiler of youth—with commercial 
versions absorbing somewhere on the order of 25 billion quarters in 1982 
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and even greater market penetration predicted with new technological 
lures—has moved to the land of this hula-hoop. The best selling toys 
of 1984 were not computers—they were not even electronic—but rather 
the Cabbage Patch doll and its incident number of accessories and 
knockoffs. Modernity fell out, dolls fell in.3 

But technological innovation can have far-ranging ramifications, 
changing our folkways. Dedication to location was evidenced in the 
past by the vast network of baseball leagues. Does anybody still go to 
the Class A League Albany Senators? The memory of the Newark Bears 
and the Jersey City Giants has passed into legend, but they have been 
replaced by new TV loyalties, seemingly independent of place. The 
Dallas Cowboys are now advanced as “America’s Team” in football. 

In a recent suburban garden apartment study conducted by the 
Rutgers University Center for Urban Policy Research (Horowitz 1983), 
respondents tended to describe their location in terms of highways and 
shopping centers, not municipalities. Areal orientation remains; its axes 
and artifacts, however, are altered. The immediacy of the local movie 
theater and its accompanying handful of stores in small town America 
has largely disappeared, but the regional shopping centers have become 
“teenage villages.” Adaptation has many forms; there are relatively few 
technological imperatives with such vigor as to support instant forecasts. 
Retailing provides an insightful example of the complexities at work. 

The Retailing Evolution 

The ambivalent nature of technology in altering areal patterns and 
organizational formats is exemplified by retailing. The pattern of com¬ 
munications of a hundred years ago revolved around major city 
wholesalers who concentrated the products of small-scale manufacturers, 
and/or imports, and in turn maintained traveling sales forces that ser¬ 
viced the decentralized pattern of small merchants located at every 
crossroadsjocation, U.S.A. As so ably pointed out by Chandler (1977) 
in The Visible Hand, prior to the Civil War, with the exception of the 
industries that rose to service the railroads, manufacturing was con¬ 
ducted in very small, individually owned facilities. The railroads pro¬ 
vided the transit facilities for the drummers, and for delivery of goods. 
The communications lines typically were the mail service—again typi¬ 
cally carried by the railroads—as well as the telegraph, which commonly 
used the same rights of way. 
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Given the seasonal character of a largely agricultural society, credit 
provision was central, both from retailers to consumers—and from 
wholesalers to retailers as well. Despite the early rise of advertising, its 
media and potency were relatively limited. Quality was essentially locally 
certified, and this was increasingly the case as individual retailers grew 
in scale. As late at 1910 a minority of Americans lived in urban areas, 
with localism a dominant. The rise of cities was accompanied—and 
perhaps aided as well—by a synergistic relationship between the expan¬ 
sion of local newspapers and local retailing. The growth that ensued 
permitted the development of the classic department store, an optimiza¬ 
tion of the economics of central place that was to continue practically 
to our own time. The high-speed press fostered this expansion. The 
newspaper was king, and retailing its most prominent patron. 

Certification of quality was a function of having bought at Bam- 
bergers’ or Lazarus or Altman’s or any of the other major downtown 
facilities. But this dominance of what was in effect local branding, 
paralleling the equivalent hegemony of local advertising media and com¬ 
munications, was challenged in the years immediately prior to World 
War II—and has nearly disappeared in recent decades. 

While the first rise of national magazines of significant circulation 
occurred around the turn of the century, the rise of true national brands 
was a function of the development of radio. There had been pioneers 
before in exotic consumer goods, such as brands of cigarettes, but soon 
they were joined in by a broad variety of other nondurable consumer 
goods. This was the era of Jello and Chase and Sanborn coffee. 

For the upscale market the national magazines had increasing 
style/brand potency, and with it centralization of manufacture. Just prior 
to World War I, for example, there were more than a thousand individual 
manufacturers of pianos in America. Steinway and Baldwin, in tune 
with Vanity Fair and the early version of The Saturday Evening Post, 
soon signaled a very substantial curtailment, with an equivalent pro¬ 
cess taking place in automobiles. To make a genius of the obvious, this 
was just the beginning as we moved into the television era, which pro¬ 
vided a much broader spectrum of information, of dynamic visuals, 
and national—and increasingly international—brands. The role of local 
retailers as certifiers of quality gave way before the rise of these national 
entities whose very scale permitted the development of technology. The 
relationship was an enormously dynamic one. Color television without 
the potential availability of advertising dollars would at the very least 
have waited for another generation—and perhaps forever. 
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What was the impact on retailing? In the very act of providing brand 
certification, the goods in question became commodities. The package 
of services, of aura, and most of all credibility given by the local retailer 
was subsumed by the manufacturer and certified by national media. 
The Good Housekeeping Seal was alive implicitly before it was formal¬ 
ized. Grocery stores might decry the very low markups available and 
lack of price protection on national merchandise, but they had to carry 
the goods—they were literally pulled through the channels of distribu¬ 
tion. The rise of the discount house and other forms of reasonably ef¬ 
ficient distribution left the old mechanisms—and their historic areal 
distributions—in disarray. Where you bought something became much 
less important than what you paid for it. The definition of staples/com¬ 
modities was enormously broadened by the new communications chan¬ 
nels. And Main Street America became obsolete. 

Paralleling this development, and to a certain degree contravening 
it, was the rise of the chain store operations. These called for a rigorous 
standardization of operation, an assumption of replicability of market 
and location, and the capacity to merchandise and administer from a 
central node. Again coming to full vigor roughly around the turn of 
the century, their dominance of the urban scene was epitomized by 
Sinclair Lewis’s Main Street with the presence on every Main Street in 
America of Thom McAn, A&P, JCPenney and the like. And the scale 
of these operations—without the abilities of our new high technology— 
was considerable indeed. JCPenney’s, for example, prior to its current 
consolidation, had more than 1,600 units—A&P at its peak more than 
30,000 (Moody’s Investor Service Annual). 

The technologies involved were all in place three generations ago: 
rail and then truck shipping, telegraph and telephone for communica¬ 
tions, and dependable mail service both for parcels and unit-control 
purposes (i.e., detailed information on a daily base of items sold, stock 
needs and the like, forwarded to a central location for information pro¬ 
cessing and response). While chain store dominance of small town 
America has been decried, it permitted a substantial broadening of 
market centers, which flourished as a function of—and undoubtedly 
facilitated—the thickening of urban America which so vigorously 
characterized the 1920s. 

None of these institutional developments can be characterized simply 
as either centralizing or decentralizing in their nature. There is strik¬ 
ingly little in current technology that so far has altered that generaliza¬ 
tion. Machine-readable unit-control tickets were envisioned in the 1920s 
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—and came into being in the beginning of the 1950s. So far they have 
merely replicated the information available utilizing flocks of clericals. 
At least in the United States, videotex shopping has been notable by 
its failures. A more vigorous effort in this regard under government 
auspices is being promulgated in Western Europe, particularly in France. 
Again, however, the vision of shopping at home, while continuously 
reinforced by the vigor of mail order, has not significantly altered the 
broad spectrum of retail merchandising. The modern suburban shop¬ 
ping center, in its replacement of Main Street, is much more a tribute 
to the national highway program (and, if anything, a belated tribute) 
than it is to communications or information technology. 

The influence of technologies and informational processing past is 
evident in the retailing configurations present. These in turn certainly 
have impacted on the areal distribution of economic activity and popula¬ 
tion concentrations as well. As of the moment, while there is much in 
the way of new information/communications technology that could pro¬ 
duce significant shifts in the near-term future, there is little in the way 
of market success. Even the computer has facilitated but not basically 
altered extant functions. 

Mail order, which a generation ago was viewed as a leftover rem¬ 
nant of an understored, rural America, has expanded. In substantial 
part this is a tribute to the speed, cost efficiency, and excellence of 
reproduction made possible by modern color printing mechanisms par¬ 
ticularly when linked with the consumer targeting and partitioning made 
possible by the computer. 

Videotex, which would be the next logical development in nonstore 
retailing, is certainly technologically feasible. As of the moment it re¬ 
quires the equivalent of a Sarnoff, with the level of commitment and 
fiscal competence that was required to deliver color TV. The threshold 
conditions are so substantial as to have defeated the several en¬ 
trepreneurial groups that have assaulted it in this country. Even at its 
most grandiose, it is difficult to believe that it would serve as a passive 
surrogate for present-day shopping—so much of it is particularly in the 
suburban shopping center, a tribute to a recreational/social outing as 
much as it is for exclusively retail purposes.4 The two-worker 
household may lean more heavily on nonstore marketing, but the heft 
of sales is traditional. 

The prepunched computer control tag has replaced some of the 
clericals, hard-wired sales registers linked to computers have abated some 
of the problems of sales audits, and new self-service fixturing combined 
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with brand identification has limited the expansion of sales help; and 
these and similar elements clearly will be implemented in the future. 
Similarly, warehouses have given way to the distribution center with 
concomitant declines in the carrying costs of inventory. This is linked 
with a far greater capacity to limit costs and target merchandise or short 
order with real-time information processing. And it has altered labor 
force requirements and the loci of employment. 

Credit 

The subject of the provision and sources of credit over time deserves 
much more attention than we are able to give it. The old pattern of 
credit provision by wholesalers to retailers and, in turn, by them to in¬ 
dividual customers of a century ago gave way in time to a bifurcation: 
Small retailers continued this pattern—the larger ones went into the 
credit business on their own. By working directly with manufacturers 
and depending only upon normal trade terms—indeed sometimes paying 
cash—they were able to bring down price. In turn they extended credit 
to their consumers based on their own fiscal competence and became 
increasingly dependent on the profitability of consumer credit per se. 
The range of price, merchandise offerings, and credit certified the unique 
position of the central city retail giants. They, in turn, assured the pull¬ 
ing power and dominance of the cities they occupied. 

Each institution individually provided credit to the same customers; 
the amount of credit checking and general paper work was enormously 
redundant. The rise of central credit facilities (i.e., American Express, 
Visa, and their equivalents) represents a very substantial compaction 
of this process. Enormously more credit transactions can be undertaken 
with a reduction of staff per transaction as a function of centralization 
and the automation of procedures that it permits. While precise data 
on this point are lacking, it is clear that the competence of the new in¬ 
formation technologies has permitted an enormous expansion of credit. 
While person power per transaction has been reduced, the sheer growth 
of the operation has provided even more in the way of jobs than would 
otherwise be the case. 

Not the least important reflection of the centralization of credit (even 
some of the major department stores are foregoing the exclusive use 
of their own credit cards) has been a lifeline extended to relatively small- 
scale operations. Local vendors now can be represented in shopping 
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centers and other high transient areas—where they do not know their 
customers—but still extend credit based on central information pro¬ 
cessing. Personal knowledge gives way to formalized centralized infor¬ 
mation processing. The former is coterminous with sales place, the latter 
relatively independent. The rejuvenation of decentralized retailing is 
in part a reflection, therefore, of the centralization of consumer credit. 
The back room of the local retailer—once devoted to unit control, to 
credit files, and perhaps as well even to payroll and sales audit—now 
can be transported through hardware to an infinite range of locations; 
and along with them, the jobs that are involved. 

The Retail Dynamic and the 
Limitations of Technology 

Perhaps the most consequential innovation of the last fifty years in retail 
distribution has not been a function of technology, but rather conscious 
or unconscious systems analysis. This has revolved around the substitu¬ 
tion of the customer as order picker for paid labor. Beginning in the 
depths of the Depression, this was pioneered by the early supermarkets. 
Clerks behind counters who served as order pickers gave way to bulk 
stocking (initially in packing cases with, at most, primitive fixturing). 
The customer served as order picker. The results in terms of efficiency 
of distribution, largely as a function of the reduction of labor costs, 
were truly revolutionary. 

Efforts at high-tech approaches to the same functional juncture— 
such as going from wholesale lots (cases) to individual orders—have 
failed (because of the low costs made possible by self-service). Thus, 
as early as the 1920s, there were efforts to mechanize order picking with 
primitive electromechanical devices. Similarly, in the 1940s and 1950s, 
Grand Union failed with the same approach. Home delivery of foods, 
attempted in Sweden through centralized warehousing and customer- 
telephoned orders—accompanied by some measure of electronic 
gadgetry—foundered on the same rock. Customer self-service is tough 
to beat in cost. The development of the shopping cart was much more 
consequential than the new code marking—and the laser registers that 
have come in its wake. At this writing, the latter innovations have made 
possible the use of lower class labor (or is it the same class of labor 
with poorer educations and less arithmetic capacity?) but are dwarfed 
in consequences by the much more basic systems change. Customer order 
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picking has been so efficient that it is now used in a variety of nonfood 
areas, as witness the fixturing of the modern-day liquor store, hard¬ 
ware store, home improvement center—and increasingly soft goods mer¬ 
chandise emporiums as well. 

As we have indicated earlier, information technology has been more 
significant in providing access to broader based, areally dispersed selec¬ 
tive networks of specialized consumers. This has been fostered by 
specialized publications—the Radio Controlled Modeler, The American 
Orchid Review—and literally thousands of other media. It is com¬ 
plemented on a broader base by the increasingly sophisticated utiliza¬ 
tion of census data for specialized mailing—that is, the Sharper Image 
catalog and the ready-to-wear offerings of rugged clothing for the “L.L. 
Bean-ized” urbanite. The total scale of these special mailing efforts has 
been enormously facilitated by the rise of credit mechanisms indepen¬ 
dent of specific retailers. 

STASIS AND INERTIA 

The basic locomotion devices employed in the journey to work have 
been relatively little changed in a half century. As far back as 1929, 
the United States turned out as many cars per capita as it did last year;5 
and while the trolley has given way wholly to the bus, the commuter 
railroads have altered little or at all. 

The revolution of suburbanization, we would suggest, has been as 
much a function of affluence as of technological revolution. Within the 
latter domain, it is much more a tribute to the national highway pro¬ 
gram than to communication devices, at least in its first generation 
(roughly through 1970). It was the Depression of the 1930s, plus five 
years of wartime constraint, that inhibited the complementary disper¬ 
sion of population and economic function that was the appropriate com¬ 
plement of the information and transportation innovations of the 1920s, 
principal among them the telephone. The omnipresence of this incredibly 
inexpensive device as a facilitator of both centralization and decentraliza¬ 
tion has often been cited—its prominence is worthy of reiteration. 

But even given the constraints of the 1930s and World War II, there 
was a very long gap between technological competence and societal reac¬ 
tion. The first major enclosed suburban mall dates from the early 1950s, 
but the large-scale suburban shopping center really did not come into 
full blossom until the succeeding decade (Sternlieb and Hughes 1981). 
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It was not until the mid-1970s that the major part of office construc¬ 
tion moved out of the central city (Sternlieb and Hughes 1984). 

There is a powerful flywheel of custom that leads to inertia. This 
is particularly the case when it is linked with the enormous sunk costs 
and slow replacement cycles that characterize American society. We have 
both the conservative virtues and demerits of long-term affluence and 
development. A good housing year is one in which starts are roughly 
equal to 2 percent of the extant stock, portions of which go merely to 
replace facilities that are scrapped. In New York City, for example, over 
the last ten years new housing starts have averaged on the order of 10,000 
units a year. Given a base of nearly 2.8 million, this would suggest a 
building replacement cycle on the order of 300 years. While equivalent 
data on industrial facilities suffers from changes in their nature over 
time, the average age of the gross stock of fixed nonresidential business 
capital hovers around the 10-year mark (U.S. Bureau of the Census 
1984a). Thus there can be a much more abrupt response to changes 
in information technology on the part of production facilities than holds 
true in terms of settlement patterns. The latter are complicated by the 
enormously potent role that housing plays in the United States as a source 
of personal savings. More than 60 percent of the equity of Americans 
is frozen in personal housing ownership (Federal Reserve 1984). The 
conflict between these two elements—the first with a fifty-year “replica¬ 
tion cycle,” the latter with one only a fifth as lengthy—is particularly 
striking as we move toward the end of the twentieth century. It has served 
as a stabilizer of older settlement patterns. Much of what we see as subur¬ 
banization or regional shift is a belated response of the latter to new 
economic spatial imperatives. 

Journey to Work and the Electronic Cottage 

The journey to work data available from the 1980 Census illustrates 
in considerable detail the growing congruence between work and 
residence place. Journey to work times have not expanded; indeed, there 
is some indication of their contracting. The central city as the major 
focal point clearly has given way to peripheral, point-to-point, com¬ 
mutation, and with this, a growing dominance of private means of 
transport as against public conveyors. 

The incongruity between the vast amounts of funding that the latter 
are absorbing versus their declining utilization raises some very real issues 
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as to their continuance. The degenerative spiral of declining usage leading 
to increased fares, and declining maintenance/service leading to fur¬ 
ther patronage declines, seems to characterize our older facilities. These 
tend to set up frictions in commuting to places that are dependent upon 
public transit—particularly rail transit. 

The prototype is New York City. As the commuter linkages begin to 
generate much more in the way of friction (costs, timetables, and com¬ 
fort), there is a split in response. On the one hand we have those who 
can afford to live proximate to the workplace—typically Manhattan— 
doing so. The long-term decline of Manhattan’s population—a process 
that has nearly seventy years of antecedent—now seemingly has, at the 
very least, plateaued. But a growing proportion of its job base is main¬ 
tained by commuters—and there is some indication that their faithfulness 
to this process has been and will be reduced in time (Stegman 1985). 
Thus the rise in peripheral locations (northern New Jersey being a premier 
example) of competing office facilities yields a shift to closer proximity 
of workplace and residence place. Just as the cutting and styling and 
selling operations of New York’s garment center lofts can remain there 
while the sewing shops moved to cheaper locations with linkages of in¬ 
terstate trucking, so we see back room office facilities moving peripheral 
to the city—and sometimes at far greater distance. This latter process 
in information handling has its equivalent technological enabling 
mechanisms: the era of the computer—and high-speed communications 
linkages. Clearly the end of this dynamic is not at hand. 

In 1983, with roughly similar sized populations, New Jersey secured 
four times as many new housing units—and northern New Jersey by 
itself alone twice as much office space—as New York City. While final 
data for 1984 are lacking at this writing, current estimates suggest an 
equivalent disproportionate development. And jobs are increasingly 
footloose. They can follow as well as lead people.6 

The close linkage of workplace and residence place is exemplified by 
journey to work patterns.7 In 1980, there were approximately 75 
million workers sixteen years of age and over resident in metropolitan 
America. Of the 29 million of them who lived in central cities, fully 25 
million worked inside the SMSA of their residence, but barely three 
million of them in the central business district of their central city. The 
combined total of those working inside another SMSA—or working out¬ 
side SMSAs—barely exceeded the million mark. 

This is confirmed when the data on workers living outside the cen¬ 
tral city is viewed. Fully 38 million of the grand total of 45 million for 
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whom data is available worked inside the Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (SMSA) of residence—but only a third within the cen¬ 
tral city. The basic technology of communications and information pro¬ 
cessing now being implemented have been available for at least twenty 
years. The lag again caused by the fly wheel of custom leaves a gap be¬ 
tween technological competence and market fulfillment, but this is rap¬ 
idly receding into the past. 

The absolute measure of this spatial dispersion is most difficult to 
quantify. The extremes may well be the export of the task of updating 
mailing lists to the English speaking parts of the Caribbean, or the much 
noted shift of Citibank’s credit facilities to the Dakotas, or of Phila¬ 
delphia’s Sun Oil’s credit operation to the South and the like. 

There are countervening forces at work as well. Estimates by Regina 
Armstrong at the Regional Plan Association, for example, suggest that 
roughly one-half million jobs in the New York region are dependent 
upon foreign investment. And more than 100,000 of these jobs stem 
from foreign firm operations in Manhattan (Armstrong). A tribute to 
this hegemony is the new wave of national centralization of banking, 
brokerage, and insurance facilities within that city. The World Trade 
Center may have been a premature title—it is now representative of a 
potent reality. 

While covered more fully elsewhere it is evident that information 
technology has subverted localism in terms of banking. Despite the scar 
tissue of legislation left over from the Depression, the defacto nationaliza¬ 
tion of banking is at hand. It is evidenced by the Bank of America con¬ 
solidating 2,000 employees in New York City; its international equivalent 
is revealed by the enormous flow of foreign establishments into the city. 

Question must be raised in this context, as to what happens to the 
old regional centers with the rise of a national and world economy. 
Philadelphia, at least in banking, is becoming a branch city. Even 
Chicago is threatened by the same fate. 

Some measure of the rise of the new dominance of New York in this 
context is shown in Table 7-11, which indicates the flow of interna¬ 
tional phone calls from various major cities in the United States. New 
York City alone accounted for more than 20 percent of them. “More 
than twice as many overseas message units were generated by New York 
City as by Los Angeles. When New York City, northern New Jersey, 
Long Island, and the four New York State counties north of New York 
City are added together, the New York metropolitan region accounts 
for almost 30 percent of the total” (Moss 1984). While some of this flow 
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Table 7-11. Overseas Message Units. 

AREA CODE 

New York City 212 

Los Angeles 213 

San Francisco 415 

Chicago 312 

Northern New Jersey 201 

Connecticut 203 

Westchester, Putnam, 

22,718,027 

9,310,028 

4,535,474 

4,028,709 

4,639,122 

2,129,146 

1,897,576 
Orange and Rockland Counties (NY) 914 

Nassau-Suffolk, 
Long Island (NY) 516 

Total (USA) 115,001,763 

1,705,740 

Source: AT&T Communications. Secured from Mitchell L. Moss. 1984. "New York Isn't 
Just New York Anymore." journal of the International Institute of Communications 12, no. 4/5 
(July/September). 

undoubtedly represents nonbusiness calls—proportionate to New York’s 
enormous ethnic population—there is no question of its uniqueness. 

The ambiguous role of new information technology with regard to 
centralization or decentralization is exemplified in the growing challenges 
to the monolithic role of utility companies, which had central places 
as their focal point. The new technology is much more spatially am¬ 
biguous. For example, NYNEX (the Northeast’s regional phone com¬ 
pany) derives a disproportionate share of revenues from its largest 
business customers, with 3 percent of them providing a third of its 
business revenues; one percent of New York Telephone’s business cus¬ 
tomers generate 25 percent of its revenues. Fully eighty-five out of one 
hundred top revenue producing customers of New York Telephone Com¬ 
pany are located in Manhattan; the borough in and of itself contains 
46 percent of New York Telephone’s business access lines and contributes 
35 percent of its total revenues.8 

The very scale of the major customers however, permits them to 
develop bypass operations for their own proprietary use and/or to par¬ 
ticipate in alternative inexpensive approaches geared to large-scale users. 
An example is the New York Teleport being built by Merrill Lynch, 
Western Union, and the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. 
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This is a communications complex nearing completion on Staten Island 
designed to connect customers in the New York metropolitan area with 
all outside calling points. The customers in turn are linked directly to 
the Teleport by fiber cable rather than through New York Telephone 
facilities. Heavy line users were once substantially tied to central city, 
but how close to the central “exchange” does one have to be in order 
to take advantage of these efficiencies of scale? 

Present technology involving laying of cables, interestingly enough, 
is following the rights of way of the railroads. Does this suggest office 
development will be areally defined by the railway line disposition put 
in place nearly a century ago? Or is there a greater measure of freedom 
even within today’s parameters, much less those of tomorrow? Cable 
television, for example, provides a second bypass threat to the New York 
Telephone Company. Commercial data transmission services will soon 
be available connecting directly to New York and the American Stock 
Exchange with link to the Teleport, thus enabling subscribers to bypass 
the local loop completely. 

On the one hand, we can envision this type of development as per¬ 
mitting large-scale firms to stay in what is a high-cost location—and 
making permanent its job base and related settlement pattern as well. 
But even if technology is so limited as to require this close proximity— 
the potential feedback on the cost structures of those firms that are not 
able to take advantage of the new elements must be viewed with some 
trepidation. Telephone service (and indeed many other elements of New 
York) is a very high fixed cost operation. A reduction in the user base 
could require catastrophic increases in the pro-rated charges to the balance 
of the utility’s customers. This in turn could speed decentralization. 

These possibilities are far from unique to New York. We would sug¬ 
gest, however, that they are most potent in our older metropoli with 
fixed capital costs that are particularly sensitive to reduction in usage. 
This has already been evidenced in the case of the subways and public 
transit in general—and these may only herald things to come. 

As pointed out by Mitchell L. Moss (1984), however, there are re¬ 
quirements imposed by a world economy that may have a very serious 
feedback, given the limitations of New York City as a whole—and Man¬ 
hattan in particular. The 24-hour business day is premier among them. 
The very costs of infrastructure, and the requirements for providing 
services and information on a worldwide base, impose equivalent staff¬ 
ing requirements. And New York City is not an easy place within which 
to provide required security. The trans-Hudson City of Manhattan— 
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northern New Jersey—may play a much more imposing role in the future 
in this regard. Security difficulties tnAy impose limitations on the growth 
of Manhattan and the other boroughs as well. 

The perfection of communications opens up a variety of alternative 
locations. The very cost structures of the city and its limited capacity 
to provide housing for middle management constricts crucial labor force 
flows. The elite can buy space proximate to work while youthful aspi¬ 
rants are willing to accept very poor housing conditions in order to be 
close to the dynamo. Other less affluent or less flexible homeseekers 
are, however, driven away. 

Amidst an enormous flow of plenty seen by visitors to New York 
is the harsh reality of median 1983 renter household incomes under 
$13,000—and of median homeowner (including co-ops and con¬ 
dominiums) incomes of $25,000 (Stegman 1985). A thin veneer of the 
rich glamorizes the eye and distracts it from a rather broad spectrum 
of the poor. However, the sheer animal vitality of the city and its in¬ 
creasing focus—as pointed out very presciently more than a dozen years 
ago by Eli Ginzberg (1973)—on production services, provides a rare 
base of opportunity. Even here, however, there is some indication that 
an increasing proportion of this growth is going to commuters. In 1979 
roughly 6 percent of Manhattan’s jobs were held by New Jerseyans. 
Estimates by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (1985) 
indicate that approximately 23 percent of the growth in jobs in that 
borough over the last five years have flowed to New Jerseyans. Ultimately 
the jobs will follow the people. 

New forms of coaxial cable, optical fiber, and microwave transmis¬ 
sion facilities—and as yet unknown and unseen mechanisms—will be 
put in place. What they suggest is an increase in bifurcation: of cen¬ 
tralization of functions on the one hand, and a capacity to spread them 
out on the other. In this context we would suggest that technology is 
an enabling element rather than a determinative one. The impact of 
technology must be viewed through a matrix of societal elements that 
shape its ultimate areal resolution—and settlement patterns as well. 

Nowhere is this requirement more evident than in predictions of a 
society of “electronic cottages.” The pinnacle of industrial urbaniza¬ 
tion was the central city that emerged in the nineteenth century, built 
on massed population, productive power, and industrial technology. 
In contrast is the view that the end point of the communications revolu¬ 
tion is the electronic cottage. The information era will bring decentraliza¬ 
tion, just as the industrial era wrought centralization. Households will be 
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free of spatial ties as they work at their dispersed residences—information 
will commute, not people. A vision of post-industrial cottage industries 
is raised; knitting is replaced by information work. 

The reality to come will not be nearly so extreme. Just as the regional 
shopping center flourishes despite the potentials of electronic retailing, 
so too will the office remain a viable workplace. People will still want 
to be with people. As Naisbett has suggested, the more technology we 
pump into society, the more people will seek the “high touch” of the 
office and shopping mall. “The gee-whiz futurists are always wrong 
because they believe technological innovation travels in a straight line. 
It doesn’t. It weaves and bobs and lurches and sputters” (Naisbett 1982). 

NOTES 

1 . See Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) Registration for C.W. 
Adams Associates, 1961. 

2 . See Organick (1972) for background on this point. See also Brooks, Jr. 
(1979). 

3 . The data cited here were secured from a series of investment research 
reports prepared by Goldman Sachs & Co. 

4. For a more positive view, see Gordon (1984). 
5 . This conclusion is based on automobile production and population data 

secured from Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association (1979) and the 
U.S. Bureau of the Census (1984a). 

6 . Data secured from the New Jersey Department of Labor, Trenton, New 
Jersey. 

7 . The data in the following two paragraphs were secured from U.S. Bureau 
of the Census (1984b). 

8. Data obtained from Goldman Sachs (1984) report on NYNEX 
Corporation. 
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DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 7 
Peter Linneman 

The authors have written a readable and provocative essay on how future 
demographic patterns will alter the adoption and impacts of techno¬ 
logical innovations. One of the most enjoyable aspects of the paper 
is their efforts to “gaze into the crystal ball” and make forecasts about 
both demographic and innovation patterns. These projections, while 
fascinating in their own right, are most interesting because they highlight 
the historic failing of the social sciences to predict very far into the 
future with any degree of accuracy. Although their projections for the 
most part seem absolutely sensible, the cynical reader knows with close 
to certainty that they will be wrong—but not why they will be wrong! 
Examples of this type of problem abound in the literature. For exam¬ 
ple, no one foresaw the economic shock of upward spiralling oil prices 
in the 1970s, or the almost equal downward spiral in these prices (in 
real terms) in the 1980s. One cannot help but wonder what unexpected 
economic shock will ruin the authors’ forecasts and projections. 

In their analysis of the future regional population forecasts, the 
authors adopt the traditional view that the northeastern Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas are suffering because they have experi¬ 
enced much lower population growth rates (often static or even slightly 
negative). These patterns, however, may reflect simply that these more 
mature areas have already achieved something akin to their optimal size 
(in terms of the trade-offs between positive and negative externalities). 
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The notable dimension in population growth patterns may well be that 
other areas of the country are finally moving towards more optimal sizes. 

In evaluating the growth of the Sunbelt in the past two to three dec¬ 
ades, I feel that the authors underemphasize the contribution of tech¬ 
nological advances in facilitating this growth. One tends to forget how 
innovations in air navigation and air transportation have reduced the 
costs associated with traveling to and from the Sunbelt, particularly for 
the middle class. Similarly, technological advances in irrigation, land 
management (including land reclamation), pest control, indoor climate 
control, and telecommunications, to name but a few, have enhanced 
the “livability” of the Sunbelt. For example, the advent of satellite disks, 
VCRs, cable television, and “superstations” have transformed many of 
the more remote areas of the Sunbelt from “cultural wastelands” to of¬ 
fering the same (and often greater) television choice as major urban 
centers such as New York. This is not to deny the importance suggested 
by the authors of the interstate highway system in this process, but rather 
to indicate the importance of technological innovations to the develop¬ 
ment of the Sunbelt. 

The authors present a very thorough description of the historic evolu¬ 
tion of the retailing industry’s response to technological forces. Their 
argument that as centralized credit analysis was enhanced by technology, 
the need for centralized shopping facilities was diminished is particularly 
insightful. 

The authors predict that technology will continue to effect employ¬ 
ment patterns. They also foresee that the labor force will increasingly 
be employed in the service sector. For this reason, the authors argue 
that technological advances will be particularly needed in the service 
sector. While not denying the logic of these arguments, it is important 
to remember that much of the employment in the service sector reflects 
“face-to-face” interactions between customers and service providers. 
While lawyers, doctors, hair stylists, and the like can certainly gain more 
effectiveness from technological advances, many of the services they 
offer are truly personal in nature. For example, no matter what 
technological advancements occur, baseball (as we know it today) will 
still require nine players for each team. The service sector is well advised 
to realize the importance of personal interactions before it tries to replace 
them with technological interaction. The very low response rate for 
“computerized” telephone interviews is a current example of this type 
of problem. Survey respondents are far more willing to hang-up on a 
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machine than a human. This suggests that certain areas of the service 
sector may be expected to remain relatively immune to technological 
advances. 

Sternlieb and Hughes present a well-conceived and interesting ex¬ 
ploration of future possibilities for information technology. I plan to 
hold onto this paper for fifteen years so that I can evaluate to what ex¬ 
tent “economic shocks” cause their forecasts to be wrong. 



% 

DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 7 
Mitchell Moss 

There are two major schools of thought regarding the effects of infor¬ 
mation technology on cities. The most widely held view is that new 
information technologies will ultimately lead to the demise of cities 
by allowing electronic means of communication to substitute for face- 
to-face transactions. Advanced telecommunications technologies, in this 
context, make it possible to obtain all the benefits of urban life, such 
as access to a diversity of cultural and information sources as well as 
contact with work and family, without confronting the frictions of ur¬ 
ban life—such as commuting, crime, congestion, and pollution. Ronald 
Abler (1970) was one of the first geographers to suggest that as cities 
evolved from manufacturing to information centers, the very location 
of a city could be called into question. 

Advances in information transmission may soon permit us to disperse 
information-gathering and decision-making activities away from 
metropolitan centers, and electronic communications media will make all 
kinds of information equally abundant everywhere in the nation, if not 
everywhere in the world. When that occurs, the downtown areas of our 
metropolitan centers are sure to lose some of their locational advantages 
for management and governmental activities. 

The idea that information technology would obviate the need for 
cities was also raised by urban planners, such as Melvin Webber (1973) 
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who asked: “Could the forthcoming and unprecedented demands for 
long-distance communication combine with the space-spanning 
capacities of the new communications technologies to concoct a sol¬ 
vent that could dissolve the city?” (Webber 1973) One writer has even 
suggested that “telecommunications has done more than anything else, 
since the invention of money, to reduce the constraints of the physical 
environment on organization” (Kellerman 1984). 

The alternative perspective, drawn largely from the history of the 
telephone, holds that communications technologies can facilitate both 
concentration and dispersion of economic activities. As Jean Gottmann 
(1977) has stated, “The telephone’s impact on office location has thus 
been dual: first, it has freed the office from the previous necessity of 
locating next to the operations it directed; second, it has helped to gather 
offices in large concentrations in special areas.” 

George Sternlieb and James W. Hughes’ essay, “Information Tech¬ 
nology, Demographics, and the Retail Response,” builds upon the Gott¬ 
mann thesis by exam ining the way in which economic and demographic 
forces have contributed to both centralizing and decentralizing trends. 
The authors believe that technology is an “enabling element rather than 
a deterministic one. The impact of technology must be viewed through 
a matrix of societal elements which shape its ultimate real resolution— 
and settlement patterns as well.” They present a detailed analysis of 
demographic trends in the United States, highlighting the processes of 
decentralization of cities, suburbanization, and regional shifts from the 
Northeast and Midwest to the South and West. 

Sternlieb and Hughes’ principle argument, however, concerns the “ho¬ 
mogenization of space,” the way in which “information technology has 
made much of the historical functions of the older core areas obsolete 
or, at best, opened them to very substantial and increasingly successful 
competition.” Drawing upon a case study of the retailing industry, they 
demonstrate how communications and information technologies have 
led to the rise of the national chain stores, the decline of the traditional 
downtown locally owned retail department store, the growth of com¬ 
puterized credit bureaus, and the end of credit based on personal ties 
and knowledge. 

The interaction of technology with spatial patterns does not often 
work in predictable ways, as the authors insightfully note: “The rejuvena¬ 
tion of decentralized retailing is in part a reflection, therefore, of the 
centralization of consumer credit.” Indeed, it is one of the great ironies 
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of consumer services that the availability of national credit cards, in 
combination with the 800 telephone number system, has stimulated 
retail growth in what are geographically remote stores, such as L.L. 
Bean’s in Maine, Land’s End in Wisconsin, and a'variety of other spe¬ 
cialized establishments. Telecommunications has converted the “mail 
order” catalogue operation, initially designed for farmers far from cities, 
into an electronic shopping center—utilizing long-distance telephone, 
on-line credit verification, and mail-distributed print catalogues—that 
extends the geographic reach of stores in rural areas to urban and subur¬ 
ban households throughout the nation. 

The issues raised by Sternlieb and Hughes highlight the need for a 
greater understanding of the relationship of information technology to 
patterns of urban development. Clearly, technology does not, by itself, 
bring about locational change. Yet new telecommunications systems 
do open up opportunities for development that were not previously 
available, and not all cities and regions are able to take advantage of 
the opportunities presented by technological change effectively. The 
growth of national banking operations in Delaware reflects the strategic 
role of state tax and regulatory policy in attracting footloose financial 
service firms. Where firms once located manufacturing plants near 
natural resources and transportation networks, the information based 
services of the 1980s and 1990s will require access to high-speed data 
networks, a skilled labor force, and a favorable set of residential and 
educational services—all of which are subject to public intervention. 

Moreover, there is growing evidence that the process of technological 
innovation is quite uneven and that the deployment of new fiber optic 
systems will occur in large metropolitan centers first, thus giving ma¬ 
jor urban centers a “technological edge” over small- and medium-size 
cities (Moss 1986). In fact, despite the popular rhetoric about telecom¬ 
munications leading to geographic dispersion, advanced producer ser¬ 
vices are predominantly concentrated in the largest American cities 
(Noyelle 1983). 

Although many firms have moved out of central cities, most of the 
movement has been to outlying suburban areas and to a handful of cities 
in the South and West, not to a randomly distributed set of places across 
the North American continent. Far more attention is given to a loca¬ 
tional change resulting from a move out of a central city than to the 
equally pervasive expansion of financial or management service firms 
within the central business districts of large world cities. What is perhaps 
most remarkable about the growth of new information technologies is 
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the fact that we have not yet found a substitute for face-to-face contact. 
There are far more bits of information transmitted through the business 
lunch than through the videoconference. The challenge for researchers 
is to determine how interpersonal contact has been enhanced through 
the use of advanced telecommunications systems. For example, the 
“trading room” of an investment bank is designed to accommodate an 
elaborate telecommunications infrastructure and an equally high level 
of informal information exchange among the traders who sit “cheek 
by jowl.” 

Our knowledge of information technology is far greater than our 
understanding of how such technologies influence the day-to-day ac¬ 
tivities and locational choices of individuals and firms. The distinctive 
contribution of Sternlieb and Hughes has been their analysis of how 
demographic trends are likely to shape the future use of new technologies. 
It is not enough, however, to examine one social parameter as a guide 
for understanding the impact of technology. The use of information 
technology generates its own set of social and economic consequences. 
Our intellectual frameworks for studying urban regions need to recognize 
the dynamic nature of communications technology and its influence 
on the operations of the manufacturing and service sectors. To date, 
far more attention has been given to the false prophets who predict the 
potential impacts of information technology than to the more impor¬ 
tant task of assessing actual effects of new information technology so 
that we can formulate an informed and intelligent policy to assure the 
economic health of cities and large metropolitan regions. 
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